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Abstract 
Kornai, A. and Z. Tuza, Narrowness, pathwidth, and their application in natural language pro- 
cessing, Discrete Applied Mathematics 36 (1992) 87-92. 
In the syntactic theory of Tesnkre (1959) the structural description of sentences are given as 
graphs. We discuss how the graph-theoretic concept of pathwidth is relevant in this approach. 
In particular, we point out the importance of graphs with pathwidth 16 in connection with 
natural language processing, and give a short proof of the characterization theorem of trees with 
pathwidth k. 
1. The linguistic background 
Following the pioneering work of Tesnikre [21], the field of dependency grammar 
evolved at a steady pace. For results and references, ee [ 11,121. In the present note 
we concentrate on one particular dependency model, put forth by Ktilmtin and Kor- 
nai [5], although our observations are applicable for a wider range of dependency 
formalisms where the syntactic description of a sentence isgiven as an ordered graph 
(with vertices corresponding to words and arcs corresponding to dependencies). 
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In this model a grammatical derivation starts with a dependency graph which en- 
codes the major syntactic relations that can obtain among words (e.g. attribution, 
modification, or possession) by labelled arcs that run between the vertices (words). 
A grBn;matical derivation of a sentence begins with a dependency graph and ends 
with a linear sequence of nodes, corresponding to the temporal order in which the 
words of the sentence are uttered or written. 
The essential feature of the model is a relatively small storage unit called the 
shack, which differs from ordinary stack (LIFO) memory in several respects. First, 
the shack is finite-it is assumed that it can hold at most six or seven vertices at 
any given moment. Second, the shack is unordered (random access). Third, elemen- 
tary memory cells of the shack are indistinguishable-this means that the shack can- 
not store two or more copies of the same element. A fourth property, not considered 
in this paper, is the “bladder-like” nature of the shack. In modeling the production 
of actual sentences, the shack hardly ever contains more than four items, and research 
on human sentence production (Yngve [25], Church [l]) suggests that in a realistic 
model overloading the shack results in the loss of the entire memory content, rather 
than in the loss of the last element. This property is successfully captured in connec- 
tionist symbol manipulation mUdels such as Touretzky and Hinton [22]. 
During the derivation the graph is moved from a permanent storage space- 
which we will call ihe inner memory (IM)-to the outer memory (OM) via the 
shuck. The order in which items are moved from IM to the shack-called in- 
sequence -or from the shack to OM-called out-sequence-is arbitrary, but the 
following condition must be met: 
STMC (Short term memory constraint). A vertex can be moved from the shack to 
OM only if all of the vertices connected to it by an arc are also in the shack or 
already in OM. 
The STMC captures the idea that the structural relations obtaining between those 
parts of the sentence which are already spoken and those which are not must be kept 
in the short-term memory of the speaker (see Fodor et al. [43). Similarly, in order 
to understand the full content of the sentence, the listener has to remember (i.e., 
store in the short-term memory) all words having dependencies to the unspoken 
part. The bounded capacity of this short-term memory is a special case of the 
general phenomenon known in psychology as “Miller’s law” [ 131. 
2. Narrowness of graphs 
We use standard terminology and notation of graph theory. Graphs considered 
here are undirected, with no loops or multiple edges. 
Let us note first that every sequence (o ,, . . . , o,]) of the vertices of a graph 
G =( V, E), when viewed as an in-sequence, together with the STMC defines a 
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minimum demand on shack capacity in the following way. In the ith step, put vertex 
vi from the IM into the shack; move all vj (jl i) with no neighbors vk, k>i, from 
the shack to the OM; then go to the (i+ 1)st step. The maximum number of vertices 
in the shack during this process (occurring just after some vi has been moved into 
the shack) gives a lower bound for the capacity of the shack needed for that par- 
ticular in-sequence. This maximum, denoted by v(v,, . . . , v,,), will be called the nar- 
rawness of the in-sequence in question. 
Definition [24]. The narrowness, v(G), of a graph G = (V, E) is the minimum value 
of v(v1, .. . . v,,) taken over all permutations (v,, . . . , v,,) of the vertex set V. 
3. Related invariants 
In this section we point out that narrowness has equivalent interpretations in 
terms of several graph invariants of a different nature, introduced in the literature. 
Recall from [18] that the pathwidth, n(G), of a graph G = ( l’, E) is the smallest value 
minx maxi sic 1x1 , IXil- 1, where the minimum is taken over all “path decomposi- 
tions” of G. (A path decomposition is a set system X= (X,, . . . . X,) with the 
following properties: U1 =i=, Xi = V, for every edge xy E E there is an i with 
Xi>(X,Y}, and for every i<j<k, Xj>XifIXk.) 
The close relation between narrowness and pathwidth is expressed in the fol- 
lowing statement. 
Proposition 3.1. For every graph G with at least one vertex, v(G) = z(G) + 1. 
Proof. To show v(G)s~r(G)+ 1, let (X,, . . . . X,) be a path decomposition of G 
with max 1 Xi1 = n(G) + 1. Putting Xi \ Xi_ 1 into the shack and then Xi \ Xi+ 1 from 
the shack to the OM for l<ic,t (XO=X,+1 =0), the contents of the shack during 
this process always are subsets of some Xi 3 so that no more than n(G) + 1 positions 
are required in the shack. 
To prove z(G)+ 15 v(G), let (vl, . . . . v,) be an in-sequence of narrowness v(G). 
Define Xi as the set of vertices in the shack at the moment when Vi has just been 
put there from the IM (1 lion). Since each edge appears in the shack in some step, 
a path decomposition with maxi si<,s ] Xi1 I v(G) is obtained. El 
The problem of determining v(G) is equivalent or closely related to many 
others as well, iucluding the “gate matrix ‘layout problem” [15], vertex and edge 
separator? [9], search number [16], interval thickness [6], node search number 
[7], and minimum demands in some types of “pebble games”, too. Some of 
those studies were motivated by practical problems in VLSI design and other 
important applications; for further references, see the recent survey [14] and 
also [8]. 
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If T(p) is not a path, then Y(T)=F+ I holds. To prove u(T)rp+ 1, let eE T(p) 
be an edge such that a component T[e] of T- e has v(T[e])>p, and T[e] is minimal 
under inclusion. (The other component has vlp by the choice of p. Moreover, if 
such an e does not exist, then the inequality v( T)rp + 1 is obvious.) By the 
minimality of T[e], ~(T’)cp holds for every component T’ of T-o for 
V := en T[e]. Hence, an in-sequence of narrowness cp+ 1 can be found, starting 
with v, and taking those components one by one. 
To prove v(T) rp f I, let v E T(p) be a vertex of degree 13, T (i = 1,2,3) three 
components of narrowness p in T- v, and (v,, . . . , v,) an in-sequence with 
v(v, , . . . , v,~) = v(T). There are subscripts j(i) such that the shack contains at least p 
vertices of 7;: when vjci, appears in the shack. In addition, assuming 
j( 1) <j(2)<j(3), the shack contains at least one I-ertex of T” := { Tl > U ( T3) U (v} 
when vjc2, is moved into the shack, since T” is connected and vjf2, separates Q) 
from vj13, in the in-sequence. Thus, v(T)rp + 1 follows. 
If T(p) is not a path, i.e., p= k- 1, then the three components & are contract- 
ible to some members of Tk _ 1, and those parts with v provide a T*E Tk. Other- 
wise, if T(p)fO is a path, p= k, then contract T(p) to just one vertex. Since the 
graph obtained still has narrowness k (for it contains a component of T-e as a 
subgraph, where e is an endedge of T(p)), the existence of a T * follows by induction 
on the number of vertices. 
If contraction could increase v(T), say k = v(T) C v( T/e) held for some edge e, 
then the contracted tree T/e of T would bc contractible to a member of Tk+ ], irn- 
plying the contradiction v(T) > k. Finally, the recursion f(k) = 3f(k - 1) + 1 with 
f (2) = 2 implies that the members of rk have precisely (5 l 3”-‘- 1)/2 vertices. Cl 
In the previous proof we tacitly applied the otlvious fact that vertex (and edge) 
deletion does not increase v(G). We note that the same property holds for edge con- 
tractions as well-not only for trees, proved above, but also for every graph, see [23j. 
According to the facts described in Section; 1, For appiications in linguistics it 
would be of definite interest o know the strut +ure of graphs with narrowness 57 
(i.e., with pathwidth 56). Further open problems related to narrowness and 
pathwidth are raised in [23]. 
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